Production of human polyclonal antibodies by transgenic animals
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ABSTRACT

Polyclonal antibodies collected from the blood of animals and humans experimentally immunised or spontaneously immunised respectively can be injected into patients to protect them against pathogens, toxins, tumours etc. This approach is severely limited by the availability of human polyclonal antibodies of interest. Moreover, polyclonal antibodies from animals are recognised as antigens by patients and are thus rapidly rejected and inactivated. To circumvent this problem, animals (essentially rabbits, chicken, pigs and cows) are being genetically engineered. Their immunoglobulin genes are being inactivated and the corresponding human immunoglobulin genes are being transferred to them. These animals will be immunized and it is expected that large amounts of pure human polyclonal antibodies will be extracted from their blood to be administered to patients. The possible acceptability problem of this approach is under a case study of the European Union Pegasus project.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A natural immunisation or a vaccination implies the generation of multiple antibodies (Abs) recognising each a specific region of the antigen, known as epitope. Each AB is known as a monoclonal antibody (MAB) as it is synthesised by a single clone of B lymphocytes. The multiple ABs recognising the different epitopes of the same antigen are circulating in blood and they are known as polyclonal antibodies (PAB). PABs are thus the sum of all the monoclonal antibodies generated during an immunisation. Each MAB activates defence mechanisms and PABs generated after spontaneous and experimental immunisations are thus generally more potent than MABs. PABs can be classically obtained essentially from humans or from animals previously immunised by spontaneous infections or vaccinations. In practice, the use of PABs is limited by the low availability of human PABs but also by the fact that animal PABs are recognized as foreign antigens by patients who develop immune reactions against them.

Several decades ago, MABs targeting specific antigens appeared as potential "magic bullets" able to neutralise pathogens, to inhibit biological functions and to prevent tumour cell multiplication. The possibility to bind MAB to various molecules toxic for tumour cells in order to enhance their effects appeared also attractive. This implied the implementation of methods making it possible the preparation of MABs in sufficient amount. This method is based on the isolation of B lymphocyte clones secreting each a single MAB. The cellular clones (hybridoma) able to secrete one MAB may be cultured in fermentors or implanted into mice. The first method allows the preparation of sufficient quantity of MAB for experimentation but not for pharmaceutical treatments, as hybridoma are unstable. The second method which implies the development of mouse tumours secreting the MAB is no more used for ethical reasons. The alternative consists of isolating the MAB genes from the hybridoma and to transfer them into cells (generally CHO, Chinese hamster ovary cells) that can be cultured in large amount in fermentors. Another possibility is to transfer the MAB genes into animals or plants and collect the recombinant MABs from milk, egg white, leaves or grains [1-3].

The major drawback of mouse MABs is that they are foreign molecules and thus antigens inducing in patients the formation of human antibodies against the mouse MABs which become inactivated. To circumvent this problem, the mouse MABs may be engineered to replace their constant domain by the human counterpart. The resulting MABs are known as chimeric MABs. The mouse antibody sequences are then limited to the variable regions and chimeric MAB can be used as thera-
peutics without being rapidly rejected. In 2007, 18 chimeric MABs were commercialized.

Ideally, fully human MABs should be used. To reach this goal, mice have been engineered in such a way as to harbour the human immunoglobulin genes but no more their own immunoglobulin genes. The immunisation of these mice induces the formation of strictly human PABs. Human MABs can be prepared from these mice following the method depicted above [4].

2. DIFFERENT STEPS OF THE GENETIC MODIFICATION

The transgenic mice depicted above produce human PABs in their blood after having been immunized. Human PABs directed against a specific antigen can thus be extracted from these mice. Yet, mice are too small animals to be the source of PABs for human therapy. Larger animals are thus being implemented to provide patients with human PABs extracted from the animal blood.

Mice in which their immunoglobulin genes have been inactivated and harbouring the human immunoglobulin genes are currently used to obtain fully human MABs. The proof of concept is thus strongly established. The preparation of human PABs from rabbits, chicken, pigs and cows is thus expected to face essentially technical and cost problems. The different steps of the project are the followings.

1) Inactivation of the animal immunoglobulin genes

This must be achieved for two reasons. The human genes integrated into the animal genome enter in competition with the corresponding animal genes leading to a reduced expression of the human genes. The second reason is that the simultaneous presence of the two sets of genes leads to the generation of fully human, fully animal and hybrid human-animal antibodies (for example antibodies containing a human heavy chain and an animal light chain). The hybrid antibodies are functional but not appropriate for human therapy. The inactivation of the animal immunoglobulin genes can be performed by the conventional homologous recombination method (known as knock out) in cells further used to generate the genetically engineered animals. These cells may be pluripotent ES cells able to transfer the genetic modification to progeny after having been introduced into early embryos. Alternatively, the gene knock out may be carried out in somatic cells able to transfer the genetic modification to progeny using SCNT (somatic cell nuclear transfer) [5]. Alternatively, the genes can be inactivated by a cleavage of DNA at chosen sites within the immunoglobulin genes followed by an imperfect DNA repair (NHEJ: non homologous end joining) leading to a targeted gene inactivation. The DNA cleavage is achieved by meganucleases, ZFN (Zinc Finger Nucleases) or TALE (transcription activator-like effector) nucleases which are endonucleases engineered to recognize specific DNA sequences in a genome and to cleave both DNA strands at this site. This method proved to be efficient by injecting the ZFN or the TALE directly into embryos [6,7].

Some of the immunoglobulin genes have been inactivated by homologous recombination and cloning in cows [5]. The cows which will be used are those in which the prion gene PrP has been inactivated [8,9]. Pre-existing natural lines of rabbits having inactive immunoglobulin genes are also being used. The inactivation of the other rabbit immunoglobulin genes will have to be achieved by NHEJ (experiment in course) or conventional knock out.

2) Addition of human antibody genes

The human immunoglobulin gene addition was achieved by the SCNT method in cows and by DNA microinjection in rabbit embryos. The human immunoglobulin genes which are contained in a fragment of the human genome were thus added randomly to the animal genome and they did not replace the animal genes strictly speaking.

3) Immunisation of the animals

Conventional immunisation methods will be used. Several lines of transgenic animals will be established and available to be immunized against any antigens. They will be kept in pathogen free areas according to existing regulations. Bleeding of the immunised animals will provide with large amounts of blood. This step does not imply the sacrifice of the animals which may be used for months or years to produce given PABs. In order to have a constant concentration and activity of PABs, numerous samples will be mixed before PAB purification.

4) Purification and validation of PABs

PABs will be purified from blood by well-established methods. Their purity and their efficiency will be assessed following conventional methods and regulations [10].

5) Commercialisation of PABs

The commercialisation will be achieved essentially as PABs extracted from human or animal blood and MABs are currently commercialised. The generation of the transgenic animals represents a relatively heavy initial investment in time and money, especially in cows. These animals will be universal tools to obtain PABs against any antigen of interest. The production of human PABs is thus expected to be of a low cost. Their purification and validation will represent the major cost.

3. GENERATION OF THE GM ANIMALS: DEGREE OF ACHIEVEMENT IN 2011

Four species have been retained for this project: cows, pigs, rabbits and chicken [11-15]. Cows are appropriate
to produce large amount of human PABs. Rabbits are already used in routine to prepare polyclonal antibodies to prevent grafted organ rejection and to obtain antithymoglobulin antibodies, both being used in humans. Rabbits may be bred at a low cost in pathogen free facilities. This approach is thus considered as safe. Moreover, transgenesis and breeding are simpler and cheaper in rabbits than in cows. The replacement of antibody genes in cows and in rabbits is partly achieved [16]. Human antibodies have been obtained in immunized transgenic cows [5,17] although the cow blood contained a mixture of fully human and chimeric cow-human polyclonal antibodies. The fully human antibodies can be purified from cow blood. The production of the only human antibodies awaits for the complete inactivation of the corresponding cow immunoglobulin genes. The implementation of pigs is perhaps about to be abandoned and the chicken projects is just starting. Moreover, the two complementary species rabbits and cows might be sufficient to meet the demand of the market.

The cows are developed by a US company, Hematech, whereas rabbits originally studied by THP (USA) are now in the hands of Roche (Switzerland). Pigs started being studied by Revivicor (USA) and chicken by Origem (USA).

Antibody sales were of $10 billion in 2005, $26 billion in 2007 and are expected to reach $50 billion in 2013 (data from Datamonitor). It is expected than in 5 years or more, the human PABs from cows and rabbits will start having a significant impact on human health and representing an important part of the antibody market.

The implementation of genetically modified organisms (GMO) is a matter of controversy in some countries, especially in the European Union. GM plants are considered being able to disseminate in an uncontrolled manner and threatening human health. These problems appear overestimated due in part to a misinformation of public opinion and this hampers the development of this biotechnology which started being beneficial for a number of people in the world. The implementation of transgenic animals for applications in medicine and alimentation fields is close to become a reality [18]. It is expected that the GM animals will be rejected as the GM plants in the European Union. Most of the GM animals have less chance to disseminate than GM plants but GM animals are raising specific animal welfare problems. The European Union thus decided to support the Pegasus project (http://www.projectpegasus.eu) which aims at studying in depth the various aspects of three projects based on the use of transgenic animals. The project depicted in the present paper is the matter of one the three Pegasus case studies. The production of human PABs in animals has been retained as a relevant case. Indeed, it is expected to be significantly beneficial for human but it also implies relatively strong genetic modifications of animals and the collection of large amount of blood. The results of the Pegasus studies will be presented to Europeans and will be the matter of debates.
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